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Abstract: Based on the perspective of the enterprise, this paper summarizes the research results of food safety crisis management from three aspects: internal and external crisis incentives prevention strategies, as well as coping behaviors, coping subjects and coping effects, and finds that domestic and foreign scholars specifically target the responsible entities. The research results of crisis management strategies are insufficient, and the set of enterprise prevention and response strategies for food safety crisis needs to be systematic and comprehensive.

1. Introduction

The evolution of food safety risks into a crisis is a “destined” nightmare for food companies and the food industry. The rapid development of mobile internet, the diversification of channels for information dissemination and the speed indexing have made food safety risks more likely to evolve into crises, posing a huge threat to food companies, the food industry, and even the state. The food safety crisis can be defined as: occasional foods that contain threats (or potential threats) to the health of consumers, toxic or hazardous substances, or quality problems such as substandard nutrition, have been widely exposed and concerned and have (or may be) given to enterprises Or an event that has a huge negative impact on society. It is imperative for food companies under the mobile Internet to manage the food safety crisis, and it is imminent. In order to effectively manage the food safety crisis, this study summarizes the research results of previous scholars on the governance of food safety crisis from the perspective of prevention and response based on the enterprise perspective.

2. Research on the Prevention Strategy of Food Safety Crisis Enterprises

The food safety crisis enterprise prevention strategy refers to the company's ability to actively identify the problem risk factors and analyze the source of the risk and fully prepare for the crisis situation to prevent the crisis from occurring or reduce the losses caused by the crisis. In the past, scholars have relatively little research on corporate defense strategies. The research results mainly focus on the prevention and prevention strategies of the internal and external crisis incentives.

In terms of corporate internal crisis prevention strategies, the crisis prevention strategies proposed by domestic and foreign scholars from internal incentives are mainly concentrated in corporate social responsibility behaviors (Zhang & Gao et al, 2015), social media communication (Rutsaert & Pieniak, 2014), and sound standards system (Yang Jianshun, 2014), improving production conditions and improving the internal management level of enterprises (Zhang Hongxia, An Yufa, 2013), etc., Zhang & Gao et al (2015) found that corporate social responsibility behavior can effectively reduce the risk probability of food safety problems. And the degree of corporate social responsibility behavior positively affects the effect of risk management of food safety issues. Rutsaert & Pieniak (2014) found that social media can convey easy-to-understand information to consumers as an effective communication platform, so that consumers can be responsible for corporate responsibility and prevent food safety crisis.

In terms of corporate external crisis incentive prevention strategies, domestic and foreign scholars' crisis prevention strategies proposed from outside enterprises are mainly focused on food supply chain monitoring and early warning (Xu and Qing, 2012), network public opinion...

3. Research on Corresponding Strategies of Food Safety Crisis Enterprises

The food safety crisis enterprise response strategy refers to the fact that after the crisis, enterprises can reasonably use various resources and measures to curb the deterioration of the crisis as soon as possible and solve the negative effects brought by the crisis. The existing research results are concentrated in the research results of the product injury crisis coping strategy, which can be summarized into three aspects: coping behavior, coping subject and coping effect.

Coping strategies-response behaviors, the research on the crisis response behaviors can be summarized in three aspects: image restoration theory, situation crisis communication theory and market repair perspective:

Image restoration theory believes that the corporate image after the crisis depends mainly on consumer perception, not on the real situation of the crisis itself (Benoit, 1997), that is, regardless of the actual situation of the crisis, consumers only think that the enterprise should be responsible for the crisis events, companies must adopt a response strategy as soon as possible to repair corporate image. Based on this, Benoit (1997) proposed four specific categories of 14 corporate image restoration behavior strategies, including five categories of strategies including denial, evading responsibility, reduction of offensive, corrective behavior, and inhibition of behavior. The denial strategy means that the company claims that it has never done anything wrong or blamed others for being responsible for the crisis, including simply denying and transferring the accusation; the evading responsibility strategy means that the company emphasizes lack of information or lack of ability to cause a crisis, or Emphasis on crisis events is an accident, including reasonable response, powerless control, accident, good purpose; reducing offensive strategy means that enterprises focus on transferring consumers' attention to crisis events, including support, differentiation, dilution, transcendence, counterattack, Compensating the victim's six behaviors; correcting behavior refers to the company's plan or commitment to solve existing problems to prevent the recurrence of the problem; the suppression behavior refers to the company's recognition and confession of mistakes, expression of remorse, apology and request for forgiveness. Kabak & Irwin et al (1991) proposed that corporate coping behaviors can be divided into four types according to the level of effort after the crisis: denial, involuntary response, voluntary response, and very hard response. Bradford & Garrett (1995) proposed five kinds of coping behaviors that did not respond, deny, justify, acknowledge the responsibility of the company for crisis events, and claimed that the crisis was reported untrue, that the crisis was serious, and that it was responsible. Coombs (2007) classifies crisis response behavior into seven categories: attack, denial, excuses, rationalization, catering, correction, and complete apology. Attacks, denials, excuses, and rationalization tend to resist orientation. Catering, correcting, and completely apologizing tend to conform. Xu Heqing (2013) proposed the five major coping strategies: the truth investigation strategy, the perfect management strategy, the interactive communication strategy, the loss compensation strategy and the accountability strategy after the food safety crisis.

Scholars who construct corporate crisis response behavior based on the theory of situational crisis communication often believe that the company can make the crisis response behavior achieve the predicted effect by coping with the specific crisis situation. Coombs & Holladay (1996) based on the responsibility of crisis incidents: If the crisis responsibility is internal and accidental, the company should emphasize the unintentional to relieve the pressure of responsibility. If the crisis responsibility is internal and wrong, the company should apologize. And repair the corporate image as soon as possible. Ryals (2005) pointed out that enterprises should defend their externally capable events, and should deny externally incapable events. For those incapable of controlling within the enterprise, they should be justified and have internal control over their capabilities. As well as uncertain events, companies should recognize and use measures such as apologies and recalls. With the richness and deepening of research results, Coombs (2007) classifies three types of crisis events:
victimized, accidental, and preventable based on liability attribution, and proposes that in a victimized crisis scenario, enterprises can adopt a dilution strategy or a denial strategy. In an unexpected crisis scenario, companies should adopt a reshaping strategy or a denial strategy. In a preventable crisis scenario, companies should adopt a reshaping strategy. Founder et al. (2011) proposed that in the face of indisputable product injury incidents, corporate response behavior should include firm denial, forced recall, voluntary recall and active responsibility, and in the face of solvable product injury crisis, corporate response should include correction Measures, positive clarification, ignorance, and counter-rebuttal.

Research on corporate crisis response based on the perspective of market remediation focuses on how to restore consumer trust. Xie&Peng (2009) found that restoring consumer trust depends mainly on the informational, emotional and functional remediation strategies adopted by the company. The information remediation strategy emphasizes the positive perception of consumers' ability to the enterprise, and the emotional remediation strategy emphasizes To shape the goodwill image of the integrity and honesty of the company, the functional restoration strategy emphasizes the ability image of the company in terms of production quality improvement. Dong Yani (2010) divided the three types of market repair strategies: maintenance, defect improvement and function enhancement. Among them, the function-enhanced strategy has the best effect on consumer trust repair. Enterprises can adopt product-persuasive advertisement and corporate image advertisement in the function-enhanced strategy.

Coping strategies - In dealing with the subject, Siomkos & Kurzbard (1994) divided the crisis response subject into two categories: the corporate subject and the external subject. Founder (2007) divided the crisis response subjects into four categories: enterprises, governments, experts, and industries through case analysis of product injury crisis, and found that governments, experts, and industry respond to behaviors to improve consumer attitudes and purchase intentions. The effect is better.

Coping strategies - coping effects, after the crisis, companies often adopt a variety of crisis response behaviors from the "denial" to "active responsibility" strategies. Studies have shown that companies' active responsibility often achieves a positive response, but denial often has a greater impact on consumers' negative perceptions (Siomkos & Kurzbard, 1994). At the same time, the crisis response effect is also affected by many factors. When the severity of the crisis is high, the timeliness of the strategy is the most critical factor (Vassilikopoulou & Lepetsos et al, 2009). Other major research results also show that corporate entities prioritize external entities to make consumers feel the sense of corporate responsibility (Shrivastava & Siomkos, 1989), and corporate social responsibility behavior positively affects corporate crisis response (Lin & Chen et al, 2011).

4. Research review and Entry Point of This Study

From the literature review, there is still research space in the corporate governance strategy system of food safety crisis under mobile internet (see Table 1). The existing research results rarely combine mobile internet, Internet of things, and intelligence to explore a corporate governance strategy system for building food safety crisis. Domestic and foreign scholars specifically target the corporate crisis management strategies of responsible entities. The research on prevention and response strategies for food safety crisis needs to be systematic and comprehensive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research areas</th>
<th>Existing research</th>
<th>Research opportunity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crisis governance strategy</td>
<td>●Enterprise prevention strategy: prevention of internal crisis and external incentives</td>
<td>●Food enterprise crisis prevention strategy results mainly focus on internal incentives and systemic shortcomings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>●Corporate coping strategies: focus on behaviors, coping with subjects and coping effects</td>
<td>●Food business crisis response strategy is limited to emergency communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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